Chair Richardson, Ranking Minority Member Troy, and members of the House Finance
Subcommittee on Primary and Secondary Education. Thank you for allowing us the opportunity
to testify today in favor of the Fair School Funding Plan and its recommendations for House Bill
1. My name is Tom Hosler and I am the Superintendent of Perrysburg Schools, located in
Northwest Ohio. I have been honored to serve as co-chairperson of the Base Cost
Subcommittee of the Cupp-Patterson School Funding Workgroup along with Akron City Schools
CFO Ryan Pendleton. Today, we are offering testimony in support of House Bill 1.
On behalf of the Ohio Fair School Funding work group, I want to thank you for your support of
H.B. 305 in the previous legislative session. After members of the work group’s initial testimony,
we have not had a chance to formally thank the committee as a whole for its courage, trust, and
historic step in addressing school funding. Please know that it is not just us who wish to thank
you. The steps that this committee and the House took in passing H.B. 305 was reported on in
virtually every county in Ohio. The universal optimism and praise that this generated from the
banks of the Ohio River to the shores of Lake Erie and everywhere in between was significant.
Your actions are to be commended and for your collective courage, we thank you.
However, as a team, we recognize this process begins again with H.B. 1 and this committee.
Today, we are excited to begin this process and journey again. Our team is again prepared to
work hard, share information, and listen.
Background of the Fair School Funding Plan
November 2020 marked three years since the very first meeting of the Cupp-Patterson Work
Group, which was held in the Riffe Center on November 15, 2017. Today, we are excited to
share with you the latest incarnation of the original product of the Cupp-Patterson Work Group.
It is the very best solution to providing Ohio with a fair plan for school funding.
Representatives Cupp and Patterson said it best when they stated:
“As Ohio legislators, we are committed and determined to find an education funding system
for our state’s pre-kindergarten through grade 12; one that is fair, rational and justifiable and
in contrast to our current system that is often unfair and nearly always incomprehensible. For
decades, Ohio leaders have tried but have come up short of finding an equitable way to fund
the most fundamental service provided by state government.”
Three years ago, a diverse cross-section of practitioners from around the state assembled by
Reps. Cupp and Patterson began their work. We enlisted the people who best know the
educational needs of Ohio’s children – educators and school finance officials – to collaborate in
a comprehensive analysis of Ohio’s funding of our public education system and to provide us
with a set of practical, needs based recommendations that would be fair to all of Ohio’s kids,
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school districts and taxpayers. Today, we are witnessing the culmination of these collective
efforts.
We arranged these Ohio school educators and financial officers into eight Subgroups, each
with its own assigned subject areas and co-chaired by two actively engaged educators – one a
superintendent, the other a treasurer or chief financial officer. Then, we asked them to come up
with essential, objective, cost based, and justifiable proposals in their assigned subject areas.
House Bill 1 provides the elusive answer to the school funding challenge by focusing on the
student in the classroom. In fact, 75% of the formula provides funds directly and indirectly to the
classroom. Since its original introduction to this substitute bill, we continued to listen to feedback
from a wide variety of stakeholders and remained committed to working with practitioners. This
current bill has gone the furthest and creates Ohio’s own unique funding formula that is based
on a simple premise: what each student needs to be successful.
What does every student need to succeed?
What does every district need to operate?
The necessary components to answer these questions include (i) determining “base cost,” (ii)
deciphering the state and local shared responsibility, and (iii) calculating the additional
categoricals. Each of these components are addressed below.
Base Cost Detail
The base cost amount includes the necessary components and adequate resources to prepare
Ohio’s typical child for success. The base cost amount allocates sufficient resources to provide
a typical child – one with no disabilities, or special gifts, who does not live in poverty and is not
an English learner – with the essential high quality educational opportunities necessary for
success.
The result is a transparent, realistic funding model that addresses the whole child and his/her
social and emotional needs, as well as academic needs. Moreover, it can be understood by the
general public, as well as by professional practitioners. The new funding model is a method of
appropriately calculating the amount of a district’s base cost, but school districts retain local
control over the spending and allocation of funds to meet the particular needs of the district’s
students.
While each district’s base cost amount will be different based on student class size, the average
across the state is approximately $7,200 per pupil, which is spent in the following areas.
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In closing, we ask our legislators to consider H.B. 1 in its entirety, as an essential roadmap to
guide school funding decisions. Together, we strive to ensure that Ohio’s children will have the
quality educational opportunities they need to succeed in a rapidly changing world. And
together, we can adopt a comprehensive, fair school funding plan that meets the needs of
Ohio’s children, future workforce, and economy.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today. We are happy to answer any
questions.

